
 
Dear sir/madam,
 
I write about the visa capping you are discussing now. My opinion is that it's unfair if you
simply cap visas. supposing there are 1,000 applicants as cooker for general skill
immigration. If the capping no. of cookers is 500,  then the first 500 applicants will be
accepted, the second 500 applicants will be refused. It's completely unfair and unwise.
my opinion is that you should choose the 500 from 1,000 applicants with some
conditions, who are  better  than the others. we should set up a few standards to choose.
e.g. who are continuously working as cookers since he/she logged the application; whose
english is better, who has sponsor relative in australia;  who has higher education
background….. If we just accept the applicants by the priority of the application time. we
could not choose the high quality applicants to meet the australian market requirements.
secondly, I don't know if the capping visa applies to the new applicants after june 2010 or
for all applicants. if this is applied for all applicants, it's unfair as well. for those who
have logged their applications, we should use the previous standards for their cases, not
the new standards. For example. when shopping, if you have paid for the goods just
waiting the delivery of the goods. then the  shop raises the price , asking  you to pay extra
money, otherwise refund your money and won;t sell you the goods . if there is no more
goods for sell, it's ok. but if the shop is still selling the same goods but just want more
money. Do you think it is reasonable??? Australia is a beauty country in the world. more
and more people want to immigrate to it. We could not accept all applicants. but we
should choose the better! When i have time, I will offer more my suggestions for this
topic---visa capping. 
 
Thanks!
 


